Introduction
Pattern Matching in trees is fundamental to term rewriting systems [11] , transformational programming systems [4,7,18,22], program editing and development systems [6,13], code generator generators [9,171, theorem provers [14] , logic programming optimizers that attempt to replace unification with matching [16] , and compilers for ML [21] , Haskell [12] , and a variety of functional languages with equational function definitions. However, this problem seems to be extremely difficult. The best known space-efficient top-down algorithm to locate all occurrences of a pattern tree of size I in a tree of size n takes 0(n '. 5 polylog(l)) time, a recent result due to Kosaraju [15] , which is barely better than the naive 0(ni) algorithm. Bottom-up pattern matching seems to be even more difficult than top-down matching and is of special practical importance. In a seminal paper Hoffmann and O'Donnell presented bottom-up tree pattern matching algorithms that were highly efficient in time but required excessive space 
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In this paper we present two new theoretical results in bottom-up tree matching.
At the end of his CAAP '88 paper [3]
Burghardt called for an algorithm that could preprocess pattern trees incrementally as worthwhile future research. Such an algorithm is needed in the RAPTS transformational programming system [4] , because incrementally modifying systems of rewrite rules is a frequent activity, and preprocessing full sets of patterns is highly expensive.
In this paper we present a modification to Chase's algorithm so that its costliest task, preprocessing, can be achieved incrementally with respect to additions and deletions of patterns. When our algorithm is applied repeatedly to solve nonincremental preprocessing by adding one pattern at a time starting from the empty set, it runs asymptotically better in time and space than Chase's algorithm.
2. In bottom-up pattern matching, the main difficulty that sorely needs to be overcome is space utilization. We present an algorithm for a subclass of Hoffmann and O'Donnell's Simple Patterns that runs in 0(i) space overall and 0(log 1) time per step, where I is a parameter related to the number of input patterns. Previous bounds due to Hoffmann and O'Donnell are 0 (12) time and space for an algorithm tailored to binary Simple Patterns (which our subclass properly includes) and 0(1Q 1 ) space with 0(1) step time for an algorithm handling all Simple Patterns, where kmax is the maximum arity of a pattern. Thus, we offer a quadratic space improvement over the latter algorithm for binary patterns and even more dramatic improvement for patterns of greater arity. Our space compression is obtained by applying persistent data structures in a new way.
Bottom-up pattern matching
Hoffmann and O'Donnell [10] define patterns inductively as follows:
Definition: Given an alphabet of one distinguished variable v and function symbols f with fixed arity A(l), then the set of patterns is the smallest set of terms that include (i) v, (ii) constant c if c is a function symbol with arity 0, and (iii) f (p 1 . " ", pa), which we call an f-pattern, if f is a function symbol of arity k and p 1 , ",k are patters.
They also define pattern matching as follows:
Definition: Pattern P1 is said to be more general than pattern P2, denoted by Pt IP2, iff either (i) p I is v, or (ii) p I is f (x 1. "" -Xk), P2 is f (Y,1 I"" --, yA:) and xi 2! yi for fi =1, .-. , k.
Ifp
P2, we also say that p I matches P2 or that [p I -P2] is a match. The set of subexpressions, or subpatterns, of p is denoted by sub(p). A slightly more general form of the main pattern matching problem considered by Hoffmann and O'Donnell is:
Problem(Multi-pattern matching): Given a set P of patterns and a pattern t called the subject, find the set MPTM (t) ( ([p, q ]: p e P. q e sub(t) I p > q) of all patterns in P matching subpatterns of t.
As the preceding notation suggests, bottom-up solutions presented by Hoffinann and O'Donnell and Chase treat the set P of patterns as fixed and the subject t (which for them has no variables) as the only parameter that can vary. In a bottom-up strategy to solve the multi-pattern matching problem, a complete set MPTM (q) of matches is found for each subpattern q of t without reference to any subpattern of t that properly encloses q.
In order to explain these algorithms, we need to first present a few definitions and notational conventions.
Definition: If P is a set of patterns, then the pattern forest PF of P is the set of subpatterns of all the patterns in P.
Definition: If PF is the pattern forest for a set P of patterns and t is the subject, then the match set MS (t) for t is defined by the rule MS(t) = (q E PF I q > t).
The main idea underlying Hoffmann and O'Donnell's bottom-up algorithm is the following equivalent recursive definition: (f (t 1 , . .. , tt))= f(q 1 ", qk)e PF I qi e MS (ti),i = 1,--., k) v (v) After determining match sets for constants and variable occurring in the subject t, the main task of Hoffmann and O'Donnell's bottom-up algorithm is to identify the match set for each subpattern f (t 1. "-', tt) of t based on the match sets for ti, i -,
=
, k. This is achieved by solving expression (1), which we call the Basic Bottom--Up
Step.
Consider a multi-pattern matching problem instance with pattern set P, pattern forest PF, and subject t. We will use the following parameters throughout this paper encode each pattern in PF as a distinct integer from I to 1, and represent patterns as trees in the obvious way (implemented in compressed form as dags); Ii. compute all match sets, and encode each such set as a distinct integer from I to m; iii. compute the subset of patterns in P belonging to the i1A match set for i = 1 .... M; iv.
compute a transition function -t for every k--ary function symbol f occurring in P so that ci(ms 1 , ' Ms) = MS (f (l i, " t) whenever msj = MS (tj) for j = I .., , = (v) , and r, = (v, c) if c is any constant appearing in PF; transition maps rf are implemented as multi-dimensional arrays accessed using integer encodings of match sets.
After preprocessing the patterns in P Hoffmann and O'Donnell's algorithm solves the multi-pattern matching problem by repeatedly solving Step (1) from innermost to outermost subpattern of t. Their worst case time is 0 (n + o) after preprocessing P. The transition table tf for each k-ary function symbol f appearing in PF uses 0(m k) space, where the number m of match sets can be 11 (21) , which is expensive in practice. Their rough bound on preprocessing time is
Several approaches seem reasonable to overcome the large preprocessing and space costs. Chase [5] saves space in the transition function by eliminating some redundancy. Hoffmann and O'Donnell restrict the class of patterns to the Simple Patterns for which m is always small -essentially 0 (1). For Simple Patterns that are further restricted to have arity less than or equal to two, Hoffmann and O'Donnell give an algorithm where match sets can be avoided entirely.
In the next section we show how to make Chase's preprocessing algorithm incremental and asymptotically better in both time and space. We also present a general problem decomposition technique that allows the algorithm to be tailored according to a space/time tradeoff. After that, we show how to improve the space and time for Hoffmann and O'Donnell's algorithm for binary Simple Patterns and how to extend the algorithm to a wide subclass of Simple Patterns with unrestricted arity.
Incremental preprocessing
Chase was able to improve Hoffmann and O'Donnell's method by exploiting the deeper structure of the pattern set P to reduce the size of transition functions [5] . Chase's heuristic preserves the 0 (1) per step matching time.
Let PF be the pattern forest for P. and assume that it contains variable v. For each function f appearing in PF, define projection r = (ci: f(c 1 ,... ,ck) e PF) to be the set of patterns appearing as the i'h parameter of some f-patter in PF. Chase made the crucial observation that the basic Bottom-Up Step (1) could be rewritten equivalently as
and that the size of the finite function (i.e., number of pairs stored in its graph representation) defined by the rule OMS (t 1) n r 1, ", MS (t) vri) =MS (f (t, " tk)) must be no greater than Hoffmann and O'Donnell's transition function r. The essential idea may be simply put: for any two finite functions f and g where f is defined by the rule flh(x)) = g(x), we know that I)5 < IgI as long as h is not one-to-one. Chase also ,,rovided extensive empirical evidence to show that Of is much smaller than f in practice.
Chase's bottom-up step involves two substeps. First each Hoffmann and O'Donnell match set MS (ti) is turned into the smaller Chase match set VLtMS (ti)) = MS (ti) r) r for i = 1 .., k.
Next, Chase's transition function Of is used to obtain the Hoffmann and O'Donnell match set

Oi(g) (MS(t 1 )), ..... ILMS(tk))).
Chase's implementation uses integer encodings for both kinds of match sets.
We will give an abstract algorithm that incrementally constructs functions pL and 0 and runs asymptotically faster than Chase's algorithm. Since our algorithm is specified in terms of set and map operations, it is useful to discuss some notations and implementation details. In addition to standard mathematical notations it will sometimes be convenient to use certain unconventional dictions. Expression A with x abbreviates set element addition A u [x) (where in this context A is interpreted as the empty set if it is undefined), and assignment A op := x abbreviates A := A op x. 
2.
(replace) Replace a e A by new set a with z, which is denoted by, a witb:-z 3.
(add) Add new set a with z to A, and perhaps add z to Q, where a e A and z e U; that is, A wit: a wlthz 4.
(query) Retrieve set a ( Q, where a e A.
5.
(index) Retrieve set a e A I c e a), where c : U.
We will implement SE-structures using the following data structure called an SE-Tree (see Fig. 1 ). Each set a, belonging to primary set A is associated with a unique node x in the SE-tree; that is, x 'encodes' a,. Each node x in the tree will be uniquely associated with a set a, g U, which may or may not belong to A. If a, and ay am sets associated with tree nodes x and y, then x is a descendent of y in the tree only if a, c a. Each node is implemented by a record with five fields: a right sybling pointer, a leftmost child pointer, a Q-list pointer to a subset of Q, a pointer to the nearest ancestor with a nonempty Q-list, and a membership bit indicating whether the node corresponds to a set belonging to A or not. For each node x, which represents set ax, Q-lists for nodes along the path from x to the root are mutually disjoint, and their union stores the set a, n Q. Sets U and Q are implemented by a list of records. The record corresponding to each element c e U has a bit indicating membership in Q and a pointer to a list (called the c-list) of tree nodes x closest to the root such that the associated set a, contains c.
Fig.1. SE-structure(U, A, Q)
The create operation (A with:= fz); Q with:= z) is implemented by adding a new tree root with empty sybling, child, and Q-list ancestor pointers, membership bit on, and Q-list containing z if it belongs to Q and empty if not. We also add a pointer to the newly created record in the z-list. This operation takes 0(1) time.
Implementation of replace a with:= z requires two cases to be considered. In the first case, called a nondestructive replace, the tree node x associated with a has a nonnull child pointer. Then (i) unset the membership bit in x and create a new tree node y as a child of x, (ii) if the Q-list in x is nonempty, then make the Q.list ancestor in y point to r, otherwise, make it point to the same record that the Q-list ancestor in x points to, and (iii) set the member bit in y. In the second case, where x has no children, we reuse x to represent the new set a with z. In this case, called a destructive replace. we assume that nodes x and y are the same. In either case, if z belongs to Q, add z to the Q-list fory. Fnally, add y to the z-list. This operation takes 0(l) time.
To implement addA with:= a with z we letx be the tree node associated with set a. Create a new tree node y associated with set a with z, and make y a child of x. If the Q-list in x is nonempty, then make the Q-list ancestor in y point to x, otherwise, make it point to the same record that the Q-list ancestor in x points to, and set the member bit in y. If z belongs to Q, add z to the Qlist fory. Finally, add y to the z-list. This operation takes 0(1) time.
Operation query a n Q is implemented as follows. If x is the tree node associated with a, then retrieve the elements in each Q-list along the path starting from x following Q-list ancestors. 
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The total space required by an SE-tree is 0 (W,(A)), and any sequence of h of the first three operations above takes O(h) time and space. Note that a naive representation of the set A will take SO(Wp(A)) space.
We will consider useful variants of SE-structures that require minor alteration to the preceding implementation and do not affect the stated complexities. A Simple SE-structure is one with no secondary set. A numeric SE-structure is one in which the set elements of the primary set A are identified by natural numbers 1,....AI (cf Fig. 1) . Numeric SE-structures have special importance in connection with our second abstract datatype described next.
The main abstract datatype used in our pattern matching algorithm is the SE-Map, which is a partial function f. A--B from a domain set A to a range set B, where A and B are the primary sets of two SE-structures. SE-maps support the following two map operations:
1.
(modify range) Given a set A and an element z, where A g A, and z does not belong to any set in B, add z to f (x) for each x belonging to A. This operation is denoted by,
(forx e A) ftx) with:= r end 2.
(modify domain) Given a set x in the domain off and an element z, form a new domain set x with z and map it underfto the old image f(x). This operation is denoted by, fix with z) := Aix)
Our basic implementation of SE-maps f. A.-+B uses SE-tree implementations for A and B as described above. In addition, for each pair [a ,b] belonging to map f, if x and y are the records associated with sets a and b, then x stores a pointer to y, and y stores the size of the preimage set f-I (b). If A is pan of a numeric SE-structure, it is sometimes useful to implement domain f as an aray accessed using the numeric code of an A element as shown in Fig.2 . We also make use of a multi --dimensional SE-map in which the domain is the cartesian product of primary sets of SEstructures.
To implement modify range, (for x e A) Atx) with:= z end, we search through records associated with elements of A, and handle these elements according to three different cases. (2), we execute an add operation B with:= y with z, relink each element in A n f-1 (y) to the new set y with z, and modify preimage counts.
The total cost of this operation is O(AI).
The implementation of modify domain f(x with z) := ftx) depends on whether or not set x is modified destructively using a replace operation to obtain the new set x with z. If x is modified destructively, then the implementation is vacuous, since all operations including the modification to A are implicit. However, if x is modified nondestructively, then we need to link the new domain element x with z to the old range element Jfx) and increment the preimage reference count, which takes 0(I) time.
By an easy counting argument using the preceding analysis, we obtain the following result, which is central to the analysis of our incremental preprocessing algorithm. 
.,k} U (v)
Because the preceding equations contain a cyclic dependency in which r depends on both PF and ), g± depends on r, and 0 depends on g and PF, it would seem that a costly fixed point iteration is needed to maintain these equations when PF is modified. Fortunately, this can be avoided with careful scheduling. The algorithm also depends on a careful logical organization of the data into SE-structures and SE-maps. Let C: represent Chase match sets forfe F and i=l,...A(J). Then (PF, 1, P) is a numeric SE-structure and (PF, Cr, .) are Simple numeric SE-structures forfe F and i=l,....A(J).
We also have the following SE-maps: jir: r-+ C for fe F, iil,....Af), and Of: C x ... ×c(f)-.+ r for feF. Fig.3 describes the data structures used to access the main SE-structures and SE-maps shown in Fig.4 Next, suppose that P is augmented by a new pattern p. In order to reestablish PF, we add to PF those subpatterns of p not already in PF in an innermost-to-outermost order. Because of the order in which updates are scheduled, we know that immediately before a subpattem q of p is added to PF, either q is a leaf or all the subpattems of q except for q itself are already in PF. More importantly we know that q is not the subpattern of any other pattern belonging to PF. 
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4.
Perform a modify range operation on Of just before the modification PF with:=f (t 1 , -" ,tt) and after the preceding three steps: It is important to observe that range gL, is nonempty for i=l,...,k because of steps 1, 2, and 3. Again, we can use the tj-list to search through the sets (mj e range I It i E mi)
instead of the potentially much larger sets range gt ,j=l,..,k. However, this step contains a new operation to create a k-tuple [m 1 ,... , mk] and locate it in the domain of Of. Hashing is a practical solution that preserves the Lemma I space complexity but makes the time randomized. This would also make the Bottom-Up
Step 0(1) randomized time.
Our current implementation uses this approach. Another way of preserving space complexity at the expense of time is to use a balanced search tree; e.g., a red/black tree [23] . Access time is then O(log idomain 0?), and so is the Bottom-Up
Step. Like Chase we can also use a large table to store Of, which doubles its size and reorganizes whenever it overflows. If each new array is allocated in unit time using the solution to exercise 2.12 of Aho, Hopcroft, and Ullman's book[ I], then the Lemma I time complexity is preserved, but the run-time space requirements for Of are increased to be the same as Chase.
5.
Modify r prior to the modification O(m ,.. . ,mk) with:=f (t 1 , -'" ,tk) of step 4 if the modify range operation of step 4 was nondestructive: Observe that within the preceding code ,J( ml, ""., mk) with f(tl, ,'tk)) = IJ(Of(ml, "t, me)),becausef (tl, '"",tk)
i. The implementation is the same as in case 2. Now we compare the time and space complexity of Chase's algorithm and our algorithm. I PF I,1 m I x ... x mk 1) ) time, whereas our algorithm takes O (IO(m 1,, -. . , mk) I) time. We briefly mention that deleting patterns from P can be handled much like pattern addition, except that scheduling pattern deletion from PF is in an outermost-to-innermost subexpression order. Further, a pattern is deleted from PF only if its parent is not in PF. The deletion algorithm follows the same logic as the addition algorithm but in a backwards order to undo the effect of addition. Details will be provided in a fuller version of the paper.
Space/Time tradeoff
In Chase's algorithm, for each function symbol fe F of arity k, the space required for the Of table could be fQ ( 2 1k). Here we give a method that decomposes Of into p tables with worst case overall space 0 (p ( 2 'k'P)) but leads to time 0 (p) to solve the Basic Bottom-Up Step.
Let PF be partitioned into p disjoint equal size sets PF, ,...,PF,, and consider equations, Consider the space required by this approach. If r , = I range ;t}j 1, then r4 = 0(2 n fJI) = 0 ( 2 IPFJI) = 0(2"P), and IOrjI = 0(rfj.x...xr ) -0 (2tk"P). Thus, the total space storing the p match tables for function symbol f is 0 (p ( 2 WP)), which for p > I is asymptotically better than Chase's algorithm in the worst case.
The space required by each 1i table is always I ri. Thus the total space for the tables i *j, i=l..k, j = 1..p is now pk I r1, and the total space for the g, and 0 tables for function symbol f is Ik 0 (pk I rl +p ( 2 P)). When p = log(k I ,"1)I we obtain the approximate minimum The total size of the p subtables is now bounded by O(p2t1P), and the total space for the gt and 0 tables for function fis O( 4 p 2 2"P +p 2 W'P). Since this approach is meaningful only for step time complexities better than 0 (l), i.e., p = 0 (1112), the best upper bound we can get in this case is 0(1112 2 ck" 2 ) for some constant c. This result also indicates that this approach is useful only ,1/2 when I r 3-21
In a practical implementation it is not necessary for PF to be partitioned into disjoint equal size subsets. For example, we can let PF 1 be the set of patterns that am not children of any pattern, PFi be the set of children of patterns in PFi-1 not contained in PFj, where i = l..maximum height of patterns, j < i. Then the tables IL? can be omitted for t > j-1. Alternatively, we can let PF be the set of all children of patterns in PF.-1 . Now the size of each subset may grow, but the tables 4j can be omitted for all t *j-1. It is an interesting question how to find a partition of PF that minimizes the table size for a fixed per step time bound.
Match set elimination
Hoffmann and O'Donnell [10] considered two subclasses of patterns for which the preprocessing and space costs for bottom-up multi-pattern matching are greatly reduced.
Definition: A set P of patterns is Simple if for every two distinct patterns p, q e PF, either
(1)p < q,(2)q <p, or(3) 3 subject t I t5qandt5p.
For Simple Patterns P Hoffmann and O'Donnell observed that the partial ordering (PF, <)
could be represented by a directed tree (called a subsumption tree) with v at the root (assuming that v occurs in P). Each match set equals the set of patterns along some path in the subsumption tree from a node to the root. And every path from a node to the root determines a match set. Thus, there are ordy I match sets, and each one can be represented by its minimum pattern. For a function f of arity k, the transition table i uses 0 (1k) space, a great improvement over the general case but still expensive. Hoffmann and O'Donnell also argue that most sets of patterns they have encountered in rewriting systems are Simple or can be turned into equivalent Simple sets.
Hoffmann and O'Donnell also looked at a subclass of binary Simple Patterns; i.e., Simple Patterns in which the maximum arity of any function is two. Although greatly restricted, this class is interesting, because conventional arithmetic and operations in combinatory logic have arity less than or equal to two. Also, Hoffmann and O'Donnell showed that naive transformation of patterns with arity greater than two into binary form sometimes but not always preserves the Simple Pattern property. For binary Simple Patterns they gave an algorithm requiring no transition tables, btn uses 0 (12) space, 0 (Ih 2 ) preprocessing time (h is the longest path in the subsumption uee), and 0(h 2 ) time instead of an 0 (1) time for Step (1).
We will give a bottom-up algorithm for binary Simple Patterns (which extends to a subclass of Simple Patterns with arbitrary arity) with 0 (1) space and 0 (log 1) time per step. Our Preprocessing time is the same as that of Hoffmann and O'Donnell. The algorithm makes use of persistant search trees [20] , and we expect it to be fast in practice.
Let PF be the pattern forest for the set P of patterns, and let T be its subsumption tree. Recall that for Simple Patterns each match set can be represented by the unique minimum pattern in the set. If pi represents the match set for subpattern t, of the subject, i = I .. k, then the metch set for f(ti, "", tk) is represented by the pattern determined by the following formula:
(New Bottom -Up Step): (3) cl n / ({v) u P(ql, e qk) E PF I qiam Pi, i= I .. k) We call pattern f (p 1. ",pt) the search argument for Step (3).
Based on the preceding analysis, we can perform query (5), (i) with 0 (1) space overall if we store all of the domains of relations R for each binary function f appearing in T either as red/black trees or Van Emde Boas priority queues. Query time is 0 0ogl) using red/black trees, 0 (loglogl) with priority queues.
For query (5), (ii) we can store all of the sets S(qo) and their witnesses using a minor variant of the persistent search tree of Sarnak and Tarjan [20] . Recall that a persistent search tree can store a sequence To, TI, "", T, of sets, where To is empty and Ti is formed from Ti-I by element addition or deletion for i = 1, ..., r. The data structure takes up 0 (r) space and can support the nearest neighbor operation pred(i, x) = max / (y e Ti I y < x) in 0 (log r) worst case time.
In our application the sequence of sets is obtained by traversing the subsumption tree T in preorder, adding R x) as we arrive at node x from its parent, and deleting R{x) when we go back from x to its parent. Hence, the sets S(x) for x in domain R are included as a subsequence. Witnesses are stored using stacks inside the search tree. Since each set R{x) is added and deleted once in forming the sequence, the size r of our sequence is just I R I, which is also the number of distinct patterns with root f appearing in PF. Thus, query (5), (ii) can be computed in 0 (logl) time, and the cumulative space for storing persistent search trees for all the binary functions f appearing in PF is just 0 (1). Thus, we have THEOREM 2.
Step (3) can be computed for binary Simple Panerns in 0 (log!) time and 0 (1) space.
Extending the preceding idea to functions of arbitrary arity is straightforward.
Definition: A k-ary function symbol f is Very Simple if there exists a k-permutation g such that for i=1,...,k-l and every two distinct f patterns A(xl,...,xk) and f(YI,...,Yt), x,!y,, j=l,...i implies x 5 , 1 it y~i 1" Any Very Simple function f in a Simple pattern forest can be handled without a transition map. Our algorithm runs in step time 0 (kmsax log 1) and total auxiliary space 0 (kmax 1) for all Simple functions together, where kmax is the greatest arity of any Very Simple function appearing in PF.
Conclusion
We believe that a deeper analysis and exploitation of the structure of pattern matching can lead to further algorithmic improvements. In a subsequent paper we will report how to extend the algorithms presented here to a more complex pattern language, which is used to perform semantic analysis within RAPTS.
